THE REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA
LAURENCE BERKELEY NATIONAL LABORATORY

RESALE CERTIFICATE

THE REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, a California corporation and operator of the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, Berkeley, California, hereby certifies:

That it holds a valid State of California Seller's Resale Permit No. SR CH 21-835970 issued by the California State Board of Equalization for the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory;

That from time to time, The Regents of the University of California purchases tangible personal property for resale to the U.S. Government in the performance of its obligations under its Contract No. DE-AC0205CH11231 with the U.S. Department of Energy for the management and operation of the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory;

That the tangible personal property to be purchased from the Seller identified below will be resold by it to the U.S. Government in the form of tangible personal property, to enable Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory to perform its obligations under the Contract; and

That in the event any of such property is used for any purpose other than resale, as set forth above, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory will, as required by the sales and use tax laws of the State of California, report and pay such tax, measured by the purchase price of such property.

Seller: 

Purchaser: THE REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA

By: 8/26/2014

Becky Cornett, Procurement and Property Manager
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
1 Cyclotron Road, Mail Stop 971 PROC
Berkeley, CA 94720

(Date)